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Why let all the big boys have the fun

Now everyone can effort the industry standard!
KLOTZ DIGITAL is proud to introduce the XENON console. Discover the fascination of digital on-air production with
XENON. The XENON is packed with innovative features and offers all the advantages of digital on-air consoles at a price
that you are familiar with from analog consoles.

call 02-9911 3700 or visit www.klotzdigital.com
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President’s Pen
Our December 2006 National Conference in Albury-Wodonga, the second in
a regional city after Geelong in 2005,
drew delegates from every state and
Territory in. It was by all accounts a positive and forward
looking conference for everyone.

The NEMBC and all community broadcasters need to
begin campaigning to support our claim. In this we must
ensure the Federal Government does not fund digital
broadcasting and community TV at the expense of the
stations and broadcasters who battle hard to make it now.

The conference focused on three main issues:
1. The Federal Government’s opposition to multiculturalism and citizenship in the context of ethnic and
multicultural broadcasting The NEMBC will continue to
pursue this matter with vigour. Any return to assimilation
will have serious and damaging implications on ethnic
broadcasting and the invaluable multicultural services
we provide to millions of Australians.
We urge our colleagues in community broadcasting to
stand firmly with us in opposition to retrograde government policy changes.
We expect all decent politicians in all political parties to
defeat the citizenship bill now before the senate.
Multiculturalism is not only for the ethnics or reconciliation for the Aborigines alone, but for all Australians.
2. Government funding, assumes greater urgency in
view of the May budget and the Federal Elections later
this year. The NEMBC claim, included in the sector’s
submission to the
government for the
07/08 budget, is for
an increase to restore
funding to the 1996
level and to support the
ethnic training scheme
and to gain a foothold
in digital broadcasting.
We have sought from
the Federal Government an additional $1.9
million dollars. This
amount will restore the
program hourly rate to
its former level of $46
per hour last seen 10
NEMBC president George Zangalis
years ago.
addresses the delegates at the 2006
NEMBC Conference dinner.
Training, always an
important issue for us
has not been forgotten. We are seeking $200,000 to reestablish our ethnic trainers and to look at
revitalizing the ethnic training programming in some
form
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George Zangalis chats with NEMBC committee members; Irena Grant
(Women’s Committee Member), Abraham Alier (Youth Committee
Member) and Judith Ventic (Women’s Committee Convenor) at the
reception to open the 2006 NEMBC Conference.

3. The conference and AGM, adopted the priorities that
arose from the NEMBC Strategic Planning seminar in
September 2006. The proposal to hold an ethnic broadcasters seminar in NSW in the first part of this year was
also adopted. The seminar and the national Youth Forum
planned for Melbourne in April this year are two important NEMBC ethnic broadcasting projects.
The Conference also decided to form a training sub-committee to regain the NEMBC RTO status.
The good news is that our host for the 2007 conference
- Brisbane’s 4EBI has secured substantial Queensland
Government sponsorship funding. The possibility of
holding a joint conference ( with separate AGM’s) with
Indigenous broadcasters in now being negotiated.
We share with Indigenous people and broadcasters a
common cause – identity, culture and language maintenance.
A busy and rewarding year is already with us

George Zangalis
President
National Ethnic & Multicultural broadcasters’ Council

Executive Officers letter
In this edition of the EB you will find a an article on
page 18 which outlines the basis of our claim from
the Federal Government. We will be providing further
information over the coming months.
Hello to you all.
To all of you who attended the Conference in Albury
– thanks for coming. It was great to meet you and to
get an idea of the vibrancy of the sector. To those who
didn’t I hope you can make it to this year’s conference in
Brisbane.
This year is an election year and time for us to really
make clear to the Government how indispensable the
ethnic community sector is to the people of Australia.
As George has described earlier, we are seeking an
additional $1.9 million
to inject some reality
back into program
funding. The other part
of our bid concerned
the revitalization of the
ethnic radio training
program. We are seeking
$200,000 to train
trainers to deliver our
own culturally specific
training.
NEMBC Executive Officer, Tim
Tolhurst, Discusses the past,
present and future of the NEMBC.

Training is an extremely
important part of the
sector’s activities. Training is the best way to generate
worthwhile and sustainable change. It gives people
skills, creates confidence and provides a basis for further
development. Indeed, some of the community stations in
the United Kingdom place training on the same footing
as their programming – seeing it as the way to develop
and support other community activities.

In other years similar lobbying programs have been run
and they have proved to be the most successful way of
creating awareness to produce change. The Secretariat
will be speaking to Ministers and it is vitally important
that language programs at stations talk to their local
representatives. If you need advice or help with this the
Secretariat is here to assist where we can.
This also a good
time to make sure
you become a
member or renew
your membership.
The NEMBC needs
to be able to say to
governments that
Kevan Porter (Deputy Mayor of
most language program the City of Albury), Rozi Parisotto
are members. They will (OAK FM) and NEMBC’s Tim
be made acutely aware Tolhurst at the NEMBC conference
that big membership
reception.
means big audiences
and they have influence in the ballot box. So, please, sign
up and speak up!
Look out for the Radioactive Youth Forum to be held
in Melbourne on 21 -22 April. A great opportunity for
young people to make a statement about their future in
the sector. A number of non broadcasting organizations
will be taking part so this is an opportunity to really
show them what we do and more, what is possible if
given the opportunity.
Tim Tolhurst
Executive Officer
National Ethnic & Multicultural broadcasters’ Council

It is very important that we use our collective strength
to lobby the Government and Opposition to support our
funding bid and indeed remind them of the importance
of the ethnic broadcasting sector. We have over 950
different language programs in the sector who all
sit behind microphones and speak directly to their
communities. This is a very privileged position to have
in terms of a forum in which to promote a cause.
Ethnic community radio is the cause and it should be
bipartisan. Both sides of politics should be asked what
they know about ethnic community broadcasting and to
what extent they are prepared to support it.
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2006 Conference Review,
Multiculturalism: Real Values.
2006 NEMBC Conference in Albury, NSW.
Multiculturalism: Real Values, was the theme of the 2006
NEMBC national conference. The conference was held
in Albury Wodonga in NSW, from the 2nd to the 3rd of
December. The NEMBC staff and committee members
were excited to have the opportunity to meet with the
conference participants who included people from rural
and regional areas, new and emerging communities,
women and youth.
The Conference was officially opened on the 1st of
December by the Deputy Mayor, Kevan Porter of the
City of Albury. The NEMBC was also made welcome
by the president of the local Albury community radio
station Des Lonergan and Councillor Rozi Parisotto from
Wangaratta radio OAK FM who spoke about regional
broadcasting and welcomed the NEMBC to the district.
At the Conference Dinner on Saturday the 2nd of
December, Dr Bruce Pennay from Charles Sturt
University spoke about the Bonegilla migrant experience
in relation to the 60th anniversary celebrations to be held
in the region in 2007. Dana Popovich won the NEMBC
Lifetime Membership Award and the new NEMBC
website was launched.

Keynote speakers
Maria Dimopoulos - Dialogues of Transformation.
Maria Dimopoulos
spoke about
new & emerging
communities.
In particular she
discussed the pressing
need for African
Maria Dimopoulos discusses New &
communities to have
Emerging Communities in her speech;
access to the media.
Dialogues of Transformation.
Maria identified
better settlement outcomes, contact with first culture and
development of multiculturalism as some of the main
benefits of ethnic community broadcasting for these
communities.
Stepan Kerkyasharian - Values and Multiculturalism
Stepan Kerkyasharian, Chairperson, Community
Relations Council was set to speak about values and
multiculturalism. He was unable to attend due to an
unexpected hospitalisation.
Warren Duncan, Media Officer with the Community
Relations Commission of NSW was sent in his place.
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Mr Duncan spoke about the term multiculturalism as it
has been bought into question as a political policy by
the current government. He discussed the benefits of
multiculturalism and its part as a successful strategy in
building Australian society as it is today.

“The speakers were all fascinating, relevant &
engaging”
- Conference delegate feedback.

Senator Kerry Nettle Greens Senator for NSW
In view of the proposed changed to the Citizenship
Act relating to English language proficiency, Senator
Nettle discussed research that showed an increase in
the proficiency in English as a second language within
Australian migrant groups over recent years. She also
acknowledged the importance of ethnic community
broadcasting in supporting multilingual communities
and praised the input of the great number of volunteer’s
involved in the sector.
Plenary Sessions &
Workshops
Panel discussions with
Q&A opportunities
were held in key areas
of funding and training.
The outcomes of the
Sector issues panellists Indra Esguerra
NEMBC strategic
(EGAC), Helen Bath (3BBB) and
planning session held George Zangalis, (NEMBC)
in October 2006 and
the way forward for the NEMBC was also discussed.
Networking opportunities were valuable through out
the two days of the conference. The reception on Friday
and the dinner on Saturday were particularly useful for
delegates to share their experiences.
Time was set aside for questions at most sessions. Many
of the key note speakers and panel sessions stimulated
debate about the sector and policy directions.
NEMBC Women’s Committee
The National Ethnic and Multicultural Broadcasters’
Council (NEMBC) Women’s Committee was active in
their participation during the 2006 NEMBC Conference.
Dana Popovich (WA), Cristina Descalzi (SA) and Judith
Ventic (NT, Convenor of the Women’s Committee)
effectively chaired some sessions.
NEMBC Youth Committee
The NEMBC Conference 2006 proved to be an

excellent space for
the development of
the NEMBC Youth
Committee. The
committee held both
it’s annual meeting
Fun was had by all at the conference
and a separate
dinner.
brainstorming event
which provided an opportunity for youth broadcasters
outside the committee members to become involved.
Many issues were discussed such as the need for a youth
broadcasters’ forum to promote community broadcasting
to young people, recruit new broadcasters, disseminate
information and exploring wider issues that affect ethnic
youth.

“As this is my first time to the conference, I
have found most of the sessions
useful and very informative. It’s an eye opener”
- Conference delegate feedback.

As was our aim, the 2006 conference provided valuable
information, workshops and networking opportunities to
broadcasters. It stimulated debate and allow for sharing
of experiences. The conference provided our delegates
with information about the sector, funding, changes

		

to training options, and provided valuable networking
opportunities.
The Conference was planed and organised by the
NEMBC Secretariat staff with assistance from the
NEMBC conference committee which was made up
from NEMBC committee members. The NEMBC also
received a significant amount of sponsorship and wishes
to thank it’s sponsors - The Victorian Multicultural
Commission, the Community Relations Commission,
and the Community Broadcasting Foundation.
The success of the 2006 NEMBC conference is
evidenced in the testimonies of the attendees and is the
result of the support and hard work of all those involved.
Without this level of dedication and support we could
not have run the conference event as professionally and
as efficiently as we did.
Speeches, photo’s and more details about the 2006
conference will be available on our website soon.
Go to: www.nembc.org.au
All of us at the NEMBC hope to see you again in 2007!

NEMBC / ACIA Conference 2007

What: NEMBC / ACIA CONFERENCE 2007
When: 9 - 11 November 2007
Where: Brisbane, QLD
The NEMBC is excited to announce that this years conference will be a joint event with
the Australian Indigenous Communications Association (ACIA).
For more information watch our website: www.nembc.org.au
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RADIOACTIVE
Radioactive 07’
- Get Active, Get Heard…Get On Air
The NEMBC Youth Committee and Secretariat are very
excited to present Radioactive 07’, a Multicultural Youth
Broadcasters’ Forum.
The forum will be held over two days to coincide with
National Youth Week 2007 from Saturday 21st to Sunday
22nd April at Ross House in Melbourne.
This forum will see multicultural youth broadcasters
from across Victoria and interstate gathering with other
multicultural youth to learn new skills, share experiences
and discuss strategies for future youth engagement. It
will connect youth broadcasters and celebrate their
achievements and experiences. It will also see multicultural youth and multicultural organisations join with
broadcasters to explore what community radio has to offer young people and the wider community. It will prove
to be a great networking opportunity!
The two days will be jam-packed with activities,
workshops, information sessions and discussion groups
designed to inform and engage participants of all levels
of experience.

Information sessions will cover issues
relating to:
Ethnic Community Broadcasting – Get the low-down
on the sector and find out where young people fit into the
picture.
Training and Funding Opportunities – What is available and how to get it?
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New Media Technologies - The station manager of
SYN, Bryce Ives, will be speaking about youth broadcasting and what you need to be a media maker, by
exploring new media, digital technology and alternative
avenues for getting your work out there.
Interactive workshops for all levels of experience will be
hosted by members of SYN and the SBS Alchemy team.
These workshops will involve practical information on
how to get started, how to make your program stand out,
how to increase participation in your program and retain
contributors with interactive workshops
Together in a series of informal discussions, youth
broadcasters, CALD youth and community organisations
will be part of framing the generational change debate,
increased youth participation, exploring the place of
young media makers in the bigger community picture,
and the issues that broadcasters face in getting on air
and staying on air. The outcomes from workshops and
discussion groups will be presented at the end of the day.
Lunch, snacks and entertainment will be provided along
with dance workshops to get people moving.
A detailed forum program will be available shortly on
our website, so please visit us online for more information and additional registration forms.
Marijana Bosnjak
Youth Officer
National Ethnic and Multicultural Broadcasters’ Council
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6EBA-FM
Youth comes alive!

Youth at the 2006
NEMBC Conference

A recent change in management at the 6EBA-FM youth
studio in Maylands has created a hive of activity with
over 30 young broadcasters involved in live youth
broadcasting each week, Monday through Friday.

The NEMBC Conference 2006 proved to be an excellent
space for the NEMBC Youth Officer to meet with not
only the NEMBC Youth Committee but also the fifteen
or so youth broadcasters who attended.

On Wednesdays 8-9am, Asian Youth present an English
language program with Joyce, Elvie, Justin and Alison
looking into different aspects of Asian culture and
countries whilst introducing the audience to an array of
Asian music from Japan to Taiwan and Thailand.

An NEMBC Youth Committee meeting was held on
Friday 1st December at Paddy’s Bar in Albury where
an otherwise dispersed committee got to catch up. The
meeting was informal but many issues were discussed
such as the need for a youth broadcasters’ forum to
promote community broadcasting to young people,
recruit new broadcasters, disseminate information and
explore other issues that affect ethnic youth.

The South Sudanese Students hour, hosted by Alex,
kicks off each Thursday morning from 10am. This
lively show is filled with music, requests and important
information for the Sudanese community. Alex has
interviewed Legal Aid WA, a volunteer who helps
with the settlement of refugees in Perth and the City of
Wanneroo Youth Activities Officer, who was promoting
unity between the Aboriginal and African youth in the
Northern Suburbs.
6EBA is also proud to announce the arrival of Whadjuk
Radio, an Indigenous Youth program live to air each
Thursday 1-2.30pm, that was launched on Thursday
15th of February. This will be Perth’s sole Indigenous
Youth program. 6EBA Project Officer Olivia Holmes
has been working hard with Yirra Yaakin Theatre group,
Abmusic and Yorgum Counselling Service to fill the
hole that WAAMA left when they lost their licence last
year. The result is a dynamic and passionate team of
young broadcasters, made up of Kylie Farmer (26), Ethel
Wallam (27), Trent Bennel (18) and Nestor Zimmerman
(14). The program looks at culture, the arts, sport,
community events, careers and education with the odd
live studio performance. A special launch ceremony is
took place at the station on the 15th of February that
included a formal Welcome to Country by Noogar Elder
Nanna Kathleen Yarren, a speech by Indigenous MP Ben
Wyatt, Live acoustic performance by Candice Dempsey
and a dance performance by Lee West and Peter Nelson.

A Youth Broadcasters’
brainstorming session
was held on Saturday
2nd December at the

Albury Convention
Centre, which was
attended by up to
twenty youth
broadcasters. During this meeting the NEMBC Youth
Officer explained that funding had been received for a
youth broadcasters’ forum to take place during Youth
Week in April 2007 in Melbourne.
The brainstorming session was a space for the NEMBC
Youth Officer and the NEMBC Youth Committee to
get feedback on the objectives, content and format of
the youth forum. There was a great deal of discussion
about the need for practical hands on workshops and key
sector information such as the availability of funding and
training.

Coming soon to the youth team is the World Music
program, with interviews, live performances and
reviews.
For press inquiries and photos please contact Olivia
Holmes on 08 9371 3325 or
olivia.holmes@mrtawa.org.au
Olivia Holmes
6EBA Project Officer

Youth delegates and NEMBC Youth committee members enjoy the
festivities at the NEMBC conference dinner.

The 2007 NEMBC conference will be held in Brisbane
toward the end of the year. Check the NEMBC website
for updates: www.nembc.org.au.
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City Park Radio
It was with great anticipation three members of City
Park Radio attended the 2006 NEMBC conference in
December.
With the station now actively encouraging our MCU
members to go to the conference, Umi Quor, Luigi
Romanelli and NEMBC Executive member Marie
Barnes thoroughly enjoyed meeting with other members
and getting an understanding of the issues affecting
the sector and the NEMBC in general. They returned
to Launceston with renewed vigor to promote the
positive work that City Park Radio contributes towards
multiculturalism in contemporary Australia.

John Kamara, presents the Sierre
Leone program

Multicultural
broadcasting has been a
part of community radio
in Northern Tasmania for
over 20 years and City
Park Radio is proud to
now offer 9 hours each
week to multicultural
broadcasting. This is
above the current CBAA
average for multicultural
broadcasting on many
community stations.

In the beginning, multicultural programs were heard
regularly on Tuesday Nights and Saturday lunch time.
Station management decided that multicultural
broadcasting was integral to the scope of our community
and so in recent years programming was streamlined and
ethnic programs given better program times … weekdays
7-8pm, Tuesday 10-12noon and Saturdays 12noon-2pm.
Currently 17 languages feature on the station.
Programs come and go as
the demographic shifts in
the area. Some programs
are no longer supported
by the community as their
population falls and the
2nd & 3rd generations
prefer to adopt the
Luigi Romanelli, Italian presenter
Australian lifestyle and
language. Other programs finish as their presenters move
onto other endeavours.
Some programs power on such as Umi Quor’ Indonesian
program and Irene Skira’ s Ukrainian program. Both
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have been broadcast fortnightly or monthly over the past
20 years.
Throughout its time as an incorporated body, City Park
Radio has shown its community roots by having regular
open public meetings. With this open process, any sector
of our community can propose and present new ideas for
evaluation and provide feedback on existing programs.

L-R front

Irene Skira (Ukrainian), Marie Barnes (French), Umi

Quor (Indonesian), Svetlana Glochatnikova (Russian)
Back: Irenya Farrell (Russian), Wei-Siong Lang (Chinese), Mike Dunphy (Grants admin), Chris Dillon (Japanes/Korean programs)

Wherever possible, every proposal receives support and
guidance to develop the program idea.
In recent years, great efforts have been made to be
inclusive of all volunteers at City Park Radio. Though
they have their own distinct unit in the station,
multicultural presenters are encouraged to be involved
in all station activities. Marie Barnes has been elected to
station management, while Umi Quor is now venturing
into general program presenting on the station.
As with other community stations, CPR is thankful for
government assistance in getting these programs to air.
As time goes by, most of the feedback our multicultural
programs receive is about the limits required for spoken
word content. Most listeners preferring to hear their
language in music only, maybe the funding parameters
need adjustment to accommodate the listener. Something
for the NEMBC to consider and lobby for at a later time
perhaps ?
City Park Radio is proud of its multicultural presenters
and programs. When you visit Launceston, drop into the
historic City Park Cottage, or listen to us on 103.7 FM.
Chris Ball
President
Launceston Community FM Group Inc.

The Tongan Community Radio of SA Inc:
Five years on and going strong
The Tongan Community Radio (TCR) of SA Inc. was
established in Oct 21, 2001, in response to the need to
establish a community voice in radio not only to promote
awareness of Tongan culture but also to participate as an
active member of a multicultural Adelaide community.
The first Tongan radio program in SA went to air on
Friday 1st February 2002 as part of 5EBI 103.1FM radio.
On Friday 2nd Feb 2006, TCR turns 5 and has produced
263 weekly programs since its inception.
Today, TCR is managed by a committee consisting of
the Patron of Honour, Mrs Heuifanga Carlson; President, Mr Makineti Folauhola; Vice-President, Mrs Mapa
Fangaloka; Secretary, Ms Rubina Carlson; Treasurer, Mr
Dwayne Beauchamp, and the Public Officer, Dr Tangi
Steen.

On Friday 2nd Feb 2006, TCR
turns 5 and has produced 263 weekly
programs since its inception.

In 2002, TCR was one of the recipients of the Tony
Manicaros Award from the National and Ethnic Multicultural Broadcasters Council (NEMBC), as announced
in the Council’s annual conference held in Adelaide. This
was indeed an honor for TCR to receive such an award at
a crucial time of its early developmental phase.
In 2003, TCR expanded its operation, not only through
increase air time from 30 minutes to one hour per week
on Fridays from 4-5pm, but also through the establishment of a Tongan Youth Radio (TYRadio) program.

TYRadio broadcasts on Fridays from 3:30-4:00pm on
a weekly basis. Five fully trained members of TYRadio
produce their programs covering youth issues such as
generation gap between parents (who are immigrants)
and their Australian born children, identity construction,
sports, and other issues.
The TCR radio program is produced by
6 community broadcasters on a rotational
basis. They cover international news from
Tonga and Tongan
diaspora communities’
world-wide, sports
updates, community
announcements and
other special events
such as festivals,
seminars, workshops
etc that the community
is involved with.

Ms Rubina Carlson, TCR Secretary,
5EBI Continuity Producer, and
broadcaster for the TYRadio, with
the help of young Tongans, cuts the
enormous cake donated by her mother
for the celebration!

A number of groups are affiliated with TCR: The TCR
Social Club, the Mahutafea Women’s Group, and the
Papai-Fā Dance group. These groups helped to fund raise
for TCR in various ways. For instance, the Mahutafea
Women’s Group conducts public workshops on Tongan
weaving and contributes a certain percentage of their
annual earnings towards operational cost of TCR. In
addition, an annual fund-raising event, Aloha Social and
Cultural Dinner Dance’ is organized for all TCR groups
to generate income to cover relevant costs of program
production and training of community broadcasters.
Although a newcomer to radio broadcasting, TCR has
enjoyed the warmth of sharing and learning about other
groups’ cultures locally within the 5EBI and nationally
within the NEMBC. Indeed, we are indebted to the Station Manager and management team of 5EBI for their
help in training our broadcasters as well as assisting with
the establishment of TCR as an independent and incorporated group. We look forward to more years of working
and broadcasting with 5EBI as well as participating in
the national scene through NEMBC.

Members of the Tongan Community of Adelaide who came to celebrate the 5th anniversary of the Tongan Community Radio at Kilburn
Community Centre on 2nd Feb, 2007.

Tangi Steen
NEMBC Secretary
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40 years since Australia said ‘Yes’
The 27th of May 2007 will mark the 40th anniversary
of the 1967 Referendum, in which more than 90% of
the Australian public voted to remove clauses from the
constitution which discriminated against Indigenous
people. Reconciliation Victoria is one of many
organisations working to commemorate this historic day,
and urges community broadcasters to do the same.
Ethnic broadcasters and communities are well aware of
the Federal government’s recent push for a ‘citizenship
test’ to ensure that newly arrived migrants are mindful of
Australian history and ‘Australian values’. Presumably
absent from this test (and from the consciousness
of most of the rest of us migrants) will be any
meaningful reference to Indigenous history, culture and
contemporary life. What the Federal government is not
publicising, is that when it comes to the past and present
treatment of Indigenous people – it is easy to assume that
Australia has no values.
Forty years ago on the 27th of May 1967, Australians
voted in huge numbers to address this issue. Following
a 10-year campaign by the Federal Council for the
Advancement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
(FCAATSI), a Referendum was held in Australia,
seeking the public’s support for amendments to
sections of the Australian Constitution which directly
discriminated against Indigenous people on the grounds
of their race. This Referendum was overwhelmingly
endorsed, winning 90.77% support from the voting
public.1

As well as removing these overtly racially discriminatory
sections from the constitution, the 1967 Referendum had
the effect of raising public awareness of the injustices
and disadvantages faced by Indigenous Australians, and
acted as a litmus test for public opinion on these issues.
In handing over control of Indigenous affairs to the
Commonwealth, the Australian public was stating that
the Federal Government should no longer be permitted
to shirk its responsibilities to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people – sadly a case that still needs putting
today. In fact, some argue that the groundswell of hope
invested in the Referendum was misguided, as it allowed
governments to sidestep Indigenous people’s legitimate
claims to sovereignty and land rights.
Successive Federal governments have failed to take
full advantage of their new powers to make laws for
the benefit of Indigenous Australians. However, while
radical changes in Indigenous affairs were not implicit
in the above constitutional changes, the Referendum
campaign clearly served to raise public consciousness of
the many injustices faced by Indigenous people.

The practical outcome of these changes was to enable the
Federal Government to make legislation for Aboriginal
Australians. Prior to 1967, Aboriginal people were not
counted in the National Census and different states could
apply different (discriminatory) laws to their Indigenous
inhabitants. That included laws which restricted their
movement, their freedom of association, their rights to
equal wages, their right to land ownership, their right to
vote, as well as laws which banned them from various
public spaces.
Specifically, two sections of the constitution were
removed: section 51 which stated that the Federal
Government had the power to make laws with respect to
“The people of any race, other than the aboriginal people
in any State, for whom it is necessary to make special
laws.” The Referendum removed the phrase “other that
the Aboriginal race in any State.”
And the whole of Section 127 which said: “In reckoning
the numbers of the people of the Commonwealth, or of
a State or other part of the Commonwealth, aboriginal
natives should not be counted.” 2
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Photo captions: One of the original campaign posters for the 1967
referendum ‘Right Wrongs, Write YES’

The success of the Referendum campaign lay in
the massive and widespread support that FCAATSI
managed to harness this pubic awareness - Unions, NonGovernment Organisations, Universities, faith groups,
rotary clubs and many other sections of the community
got behind the campaign. The support of the media was
vital in galvanising public opinion.

what has happened here, and to shape what happens here
in the future.
As a public education tool, community media has a vital
role to play in the ongoing movement for reconciliation
and Indigenous rights. Recently arrived migrant
communities, as well as longer term migrants with

National Reconciliation Week is celebrated every year from May 27 ... until June 3 ....
The national theme for Reconciliation Week this year is ‘Their Spirit Still Shines’
A number of events that commemorate and recall
Indigenous history under white rule will be held
throughout the year. National Reconciliation Week
is celebrated every year from May 27 (the day of the
Referendum) until June 3 (Mabo Day)3. The national
theme for Reconciliation Week this year is ‘Their Spirit
Still Shines’, in honour of the many Indigenous and
non-Indigenous people who made the Referendum
happen. Australians for Native Title and Reconciliation
(ANTaR) will be running a campaign urging Australians
to ‘Say Yes Again’ for Indigenous rights.This year 2007
also marks a range of other significant anniversaries in
Australia’s ‘absent’ history.

limited English have few opportunities to engage with
these issues, and often remain unaware of the historical
and contemporary injustices faced by Indigenous
Australians.

It is the 50th anniversary of NAIDOC (National
Aboriginal & Islander Day of Observance Committee)4.
NAIDOC is now a week-long celebration of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander culture which runs in the
first full week of July every year.5 And It is the 10th
anniversary of the release of the ‘Bringing Them Home’
report, which is marked every year on May 26 - National
Sorry Day. ‘Bringing Them Home’ was the first report
handed down by the National Inquiry into the Separation
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children
from Their Families. It details the tragic effects of the
past Federal government policy of forcibly removing
Aboriginal children from their families as part of an
assimilationist agenda.

following websites:

The role ethnic broadcasters can play
Today, there are many Aboriginal people who remember
when they were still counted under the ‘Flora and Fauna’
Act, rather than the National census; when they were
banned from many public spaces including pubs, clubs
and swimming pools; when they had to seek the State’s
permission (often denied) to travel interstate, to get a job
or to marry the person of their choice. This is the history
that Australia cannot afford to ignore.

The historic anniversaries of NAIDOC, the 1967
Referendum and the Bringing Them Home report
provide great opportunities for ethnic broadcasters to
inform their listeners about these issues.

Useful resources for broadcasters:
For more information on the 1967 referendum and the
reconciliation and Indigenous rights movements see the
www.reconciliationvic.org.au

www.antar.org.au

www.antarvictoria.org.au		

www.aec.gov.au

www.reconciliation.org.au

www.aiatsis.gov.au

www.abc.net.au/messageclub/duknow/stories/s888141.htm

http://www.humanrights.gov.au/social_justice/index.html
Reconciliation Victoria recently co-hosted a community
meeting at the Aborigines Advancement League in
Melbourne to plan Victorian events for Referendum
commemorations, and can be contacted on:
03) 9662 1645, or by email”
info@reconciliationvic.org.au.
For a detailed look at the formation of the Federal
Council for the Advancement of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders (FCAATSI) and their Referendum
campaign, see Sue Taffe’s book ‘Black and White
Together’ published by the University of Queensland
Press.
Donna Morabito
1 National Archives of Australia Fact Sheet 150 - http://www.naa.gov.au/fsheets/fs150.html
2 National Archives of Australia Fact Sheet 150 - http://www.naa.gov.au/fsheets/fs150.html
3 iii Mabo Day is a celebration of the High Court’s 1992 Mabo decision, which overturned the

These are not just issues for ‘white’, or fifth generation
Australians. All of us who have arrived in Australia
post-colonisation are involved in the dispossession of its
first inhabitants. We have an obligation to ourselves and
to Indigenous Australians, to learn about this place and

notion of ‘Terra Nullius’ (that Australia was uninhabited upon British settlement).
4 iv For further details see www.naidoc.org.au
5 v For further details see the National Sorry Day website http://home.alphalink.com.
au/~rez/Journey/
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Women’s Committee
The NEMBC Women’s Committee at the
2006 NEMBC Conference
The National Ethnic and Multicultural Broadcasters’
Council (NEMBC) Women’s Committee was active in
their participation during the NEMBC Conference held
on 1-3 December 2006 at Albury, NSW.
Three members of the Committee effectively chaired

She is currently the
Treasurer of 6EBA and
sits on its Executive
Board. Even as I
write she is working
hard with other 6EBA
members towards new
Dana Popovich accepts her
broadcasting initiatives
lifetime membership award at the
2006 NEMBC Conference dinner.
for the expansion and
modernization of her
station. Currently she is working on the development of
a Multicultural Children’s Corner for 8 to 12 year olds
and at the other end of the spectrum she is revitalizing
the Seniors Program.
Dana is a great mentor to the young and gives good
practical advice and encouragement to our younger
developing members.
Peter Jeffery, OAM
former Chair of Communication Studies,
Murdoch University.

The NEMBC women’s committee at the Conference dinner

some sessions such the “Qualitative Audience Research
Project – Griffith University Report” chaired by Dana
Popovich (WA), the workshop “Forum on Sector Issues”
was chaired by Cristina Descalzi (SA) and on the final
day of the conference, Judith Ventic (NT, Convenor
of the Women’s Committee) chaired the session on
“Dialogues of Transformation – New & Emerging
Communities”.
The Committee also had their face-to-face meeting
prior to the Conference and planned its activities for
2007.

Dana Popovich wins the 2006 NEMBC
Lifetime Membership Award.
Dana Popovich was born and educated in former
Yugoslavia and studied Law at University before arriving
in Australia in the early 1960s.
Among her many achievements Dana was a co-founder
of West Australian Serbian radio in the early eighties
and has generated a delightfully far reaching programme
series that has covered community news, cultural
heritage, key interviews with distinguished government
officials, and leading women’s advocates.
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Goodwill and Co-operation in Tasmania
The Music and Sound production head of TAFE in
Tasmania, has offered to edit/ put together all the
interviews from each state that the Women’s Committee
will be conducting as part of their project for 2007.
David Blanch has suggested that it would make a good
“Student Project” for his advanced students.
He is making a studio available for the Tasmanian
interview and will be co-ordinating all the interviews
from each state, following the format agreed by the
NEMBC Women’s Committee.
The original idea of the Women’s Committee was to
provide one interview from each state, approximately
eight minutes in length. Then, this material would be
compiled on to one CD, with specific, short musical
interludes between each interview.
The interviewees will be women, who are, or had at
some time been broadcasters and who have made a
significant contribution to society.
Irena Grant
Women’s Committee Member

CBF News
Of course you are a broadcaster because you want to
inform and entertain your community. You give your
time and energy to help your friends and neighbours.
But it costs money to access those news items and buy
CDs, and the station needs your financial assistance too.
How can you put together a good radio program without
sending yourself broke? The Community Broadcasting
Foundation can help!
The CBF has grants to assist ethnic language programs
on community radio stations. Details about the process,
with guidelines and application forms, are available from
the CBF website, www.cbf.com.au. After you’ve had
a look there, if you have any questions you can call the
CBF.
Applications for Round 2 2006/07 Ethnic Program and
Development grants close on 22 March 2007. Station
management should complete an Application Form E1
and a Summary of Programs Form E2, and for any new
or changed program include E3’s and letters of support
from auspicing organisations. Producers of programs
broadcast during the January to June 2007 period which
meet the guidelines for eligibility DO NOT need to
complete a Program Details Form E3 or forward a letter
of support from an auspicing organisation provided:
The program was funded in Round 1 2006/07 AND
The program has not changed significantly since last
round (a significant change would be: the program is
shorter or longer; the target audience is different; the
content is different) AND
The program is still supported by the same auspicing
organisation as last round.
The application E1 with summary E2 and relevant E3s
should be accompanied by the minutes of the meeting
at which ethnic broadcasters and station management
agreed how to spend the Round 1 2006/07 grant. A
pro forma which you can use for those minutes is on
the CBF website as Appendix 3 to the Ethnic Program
Guidelines.
If your program started on the station less than 12
months ago, and is for a community that has not been
served by the station before, your station may be eligible
to apply on your behalf for a Development Grant to
help your program get started. The grant is to allow
you to buy materials such as CDs and internet access
up to $1,000; if yours is a defined new and emerging
community, you can apply for up to $1,500 for additional
costs such as specialized training and purchase of
portable recording equipment.
		
Contact the CBF:
		

Phone: 03 9419 8055
Email: info@cbf.com.au

OTHER CBF GRANTS FOR COMMUNITY STATIONS

The CBF can also help if you need training to develop
your broadcast skills. Through Broadcast Training
Grants, a station can apply for a grant to deliver up
to four units of accredited broadcast skills training.
Wouldn’t you like to know how to do a talkback
program? How about learning how to use portable
recording equipment? Those are just two of the topics
you can take to improve your program. The next round
opened on 19 February and closes on 2 April 2007.
Contact CBF Training Grants Administrator Tamara
Doncon.
Grants are also available for your station to buy
transmission equipment and to receive a subsidy for
transmission operational expenses such as site fees and
transmission electricity costs. The next round closes
23 March. Why don’t you bring this to the attention of
your station manager? Contact Transmission Grants
Administrator Barbara Baxter.
For more information on CBF grants see the CBF

website or speak to a CBF grants administrator:
Barbara Baxter – Ethnic & Transmission Support Grants
Heath Rickard – Indigenous, Satellite reception
equipment, DDN & CAN grants
Tamara Doncon – General, RPH & Training Grants
If you would like to receive CBF news and reminders
about grant closing dates direct to your own email
address, you can subscribe to the CBF Update, a monthly
e-newsletter. Go to the CBF website and follow the link
from the home page on the right hand side “Subscribe to
CBF Update”.

Fax: 03 9419 8352
Web: http://www.cbf.com.au

Post: PO Box 1354,
Collingwood, VIC 3066
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A Fair Go for Ethnic
Broadcasters
After eleven years without an increase in Government
funding for ethnic community broadcasting– in real
terms a 25% .....the NEMBC, the national body of
ethnic community broadcasters is seeking an additional
grant of $1.9million from the Federal Government.
The increase will restore the 1996 levels of funding,
the training program terminated by the Government
in 2003 and allow the ethnic broadcasters to get a
foothold in digital broadcasting to ease the severe
airtime limitations. The increase is in line with and fully
supported by the entire community broadcasting sector’s
claim.
Government funding covers no more than 20% of the
running costs of ethnic community broadcasting.
The rest is derived from donations, appeals membership
fees and occasional sponsorships. Government
funding makes the difference between swimming or
sinking. Over 2,000 volunteers produce 2,500 hours or
program every week in nearly 100 languages, from 100
community radio stations across metropolitan, regional
and country Australia, outstripping many times over that
of the fully Government funded SBS services.
Funding for Ethnic Community Broadcasting has had
bi-partisan government support since 1985 in recognition
of the unique service it provides to Australians of nonEnglish speaking background – recent and early arrivals,
on immigration and settlement issues, their rights and
responsibilities. It involves and empowers them to fully
participate in the affairs of their communities and the
nation. It practices and promotes cultural and language
maintenance. Daily, ethnic broadcasting brings together
thousands of people of diverse backgrounds and beliefs,
reflecting and shaping the multicultural character of our
society. It contributes immensely to social cohesion and
national unity. Ethnic Broadcasting is in fact Australia’s
largest and most effective multicultural and multilingual
institution and workshop – an asset of great importance
to Australia both in relationship to its people, the region
and the world.

what we want ...
The sector is urgently in need of funding to support
programming, training and development.
There is a pressing need for more air space, particularly
for new and emerging communities who have made it
very clear that they are aware of the huge contribution
that access to radio brings to the settlement process.
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They have seen the benefit that previous immigrants
obtained from ethnic community radio. They speak of
jobs, school health and of building community resilience.
With justification they claim the right to have access to
services enjoyed by other Australians.

our sector....
The ethnic community broadcasting sector has made a
significant contribution to Australia’s cultural landscape.
It speaks about the passion, diversity and influence of
ethnic community broadcasting.
A great many ethnic programmers are leaders and
opinion makers in their communities. They are becoming
increasingly vocal about the lack of funds being
provided for ethnic broadcasting services. There has
been no change to the amount the sector has over the last
ten years

the current position ....
Australia has a community radio sector that is the
inspiration for many other countries. With public and
commercial radio it forms the third tier of a diverse
broadcasting service.
We have great potential to influence governments and
oppositions and those who control funds.
This is an election year for the Federal Government.
We need to make it clear to whoever wins government
that the sector must be taken seriously. The thousands of
volunteers who have built this sector must be recognized
for the great contribution they have made to Australian
life.

multiculturalism....
The ethnic sector in particular has contributed to social
diversity and is seen as the paradigm of successful
multiculturalism in action for over 35 years. Ethnic
community broadcasting has performed a great service to
the Australian community yet in return receives a mere
8% of its total running costs in funding from the Federal
Government.
New immigrants report that early access to ethnic
community radio makes a profound difference to their
settlement outcomes. Faster, better informed and local
– ethnic radio does the work of the government with
little recognition and less funding.

Ethnic broadcasting doing the
Government’s work...
Recent surveys conducted by the Queensland University
and McNair Ingenuity have shown that the Australian
people are looking to community radio more and more to

get programming that is local, real and diverse.

sector renewal....
After 35 years the sector is now struggling to carry
the huge burden of costs that are needed to keep
programs on air and find airtime for new and emerging
communities. Development costs for the introduction of
digital broadcasting, and updating equipment and studios
must be found to ensure a great broadcasting tradition is
maintained.

the good news
The sector is driven by the work of volunteers. They
don’t want personal income. They want recognition that
the work they do is valued.
The NEMBC maintains a secretariat that is membership
focused, low cost and efficient.
This is an opportunity for the Federal Government
to demonstrate their credentials as nation builders.
Ethnic community radio is a hugely successful
enterprise, creating opportunities for access to work and
involvement in Australian life.
Which party is prepared to invest in the future? A Federal
election is due some time in the next seven months. This
is an opportunity to tell politicians about the work we do
and to find out who are the ones that support us.

Now is the time for Government to set the pattern for the
next 20 years.
This investment in ethnic community radio has enabled
over 3,000 volunteers to deliver tens of thousands of
broadcast hours to million Australians – vast audiences
with diverse information, social, cultural and language
needs and aspirations.
Over the last five years the ethnic sector has been
asked to meet targets in number of areas of dedicated
funding and that has been achieved to the Government’s
satisfaction.

make your voice heard…
Broadcasters have microphones.
Talk to your communities about the needs of community
radio - more airtime... youth access... new equipment ...
better facilities... program funding? You know the story
best in your community.
In the next month a lobbying strategy will be launched
on the NEMBC website. www.nembc.org.au. Keep
an eye on the website or call the Secretariat – (03)
94869549 if you need assistance or advice.

Think ethnic community broadcasting before you vote!
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